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RESTRICTIONS:

JFK Act 6 (4)

COMMENTS:
TO : SAC, NEW YORK (100-107419)  DATE: 1/6/64
FROM : SA JAMES P. HALLERON (41)
SUBJECT: EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES COMMITTEE
       IS - C

Identity of source: NY 2717-S, who has furnished reliable info in the past (conceal)

Description of info: Info regarding Civil Rights Dinner held 12/13/63 at Hotel Americana NYC

Date received: 12/19/63

Received by: SA JAMES P. HALLERON (written)

Original location: NY 134-2207-156

A copy of informant's written report follows:

1. NY 134-2207 (INV)(41)
1. NY 100-108726 (PEARL GER)(422)
1. NY 100- (TIBBET BROOKS)(412)
1. NY 100- (JOHN HENRY FALK)(412)
1. NY 100- (MRS. ANN EATON)(412)
1. NY 100- (JAMES BALDWIN)(412)
1. NY 100-80046 (EDITH SEGAL)(424)
1. NY 100- (BOBBY DILLON)(412)
1. NY 105-38431 (ASSASSINATION OF PRES. JOHN F. KENNEDY)(22)
1. NY 100-107419 (10)

JPH: rvs

(10)
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